The reflection overlap problem is the primary limitation in structure determination from powder diffraction data, and over the last decade, a procedure that addresses this problem experimentally by exploiting preferred orientation has been developed [1]. The intensity variation in the X-ray diffraction pattern obtained from a textured sample as a function of sample orientation (tilt \( \gamma \) and rotation \( \varphi \)) can be applied to resolve the relative intensities of reflections that overlap in a conventional powder diffraction pattern. The availability of a new version of the 1-dimensional Si-microstrip detector (Mythen II) on the Materials Science Beamline at SLS [2] and new features in the computer program Maud [3] have allowed both the experimental and the data analysis procedures to be redesigned. By applying these modifications, it was expected that a significant improvement in the quality of the extracted reflection intensities could be achieved.

To test this modified method, two samples of a zirconium phosphate framework material (ZrPOF-pyr) with a known crystal structure [4] were measured: (1) a textured sample using the revised experimental setup and data collection strategy, and (2) an untextured sample in a 0.5mm capillary. Both datasets were collected at the SLS using the Mythen II detector. For the analysis, reflections up to a minimum d-spacing of 1.0 Å were considered, and a reflection separation factor of 0.5*FWHM was used to define the overlap groups.

Comparison of the structure factors extracted from conventionally measured powder diffraction data with those derived from a textured sample indeed shows the latter to be significantly better. The agreement between the amplitudes obtained with a Le Bail extraction using Maud for the untextured data and those calculated from the refined crystal structure [4] can be expressed as an \( R \) value of 0.453. For overlapping reflections (80.2% of the reflections) an \( R \) value of 0.547 was obtained. Amplitudes derived in a joint extraction using 32 powder patterns collected on a textured sample yielded \( R \) values of 0.380 and 0.408 for all and overlapping reflections, respectively. This improvement was obtained even though the peaks in these patterns are broader (presumably a result of multiple measurements of this particular sample) and have 91.9% overlap.

The quality of the extraction could be further improved by combining the amplitudes derived from the textured sample with those derived from the sharper untextured one. This combination results in \( R \) values of 0.326 for all and 0.385 for overlapping reflections. This obvious improvement in the estimation of the structure factor amplitudes should allow some crystal structures that were previously inaccessible to be solved. If the remaining difficulties with the estimation of the background and the description of the peak shapes can also be solved, the method would become even more powerful.
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A new type of direct methods (DM) called Patterson-function DM are presented that directly explore the Patterson instead of the modulus function. Since they work with the experimental intensities, they are particularly well-suited for handling powder diffraction data. These methods are based on the maximization of the sum function \( S = \sum (I_{\text{calc}} - I_{\text{obs}})G(\Phi) \) in terms of the phases of the structure factors. The quantity accessible from the experiment is \( I_{\text{calc}} \), the equidistributed multiplet intensity of reflection \( H \), and \( I_{\text{obs}} \) is the average intensity taken over all non-systematically absent reflections. \( G(\Phi) \) is the calculated structure-factor amplitude of the squared structure that includes the positivity and the atomicity of the density function in its definition. The \( S \) sum function can be optimized with the Patterson-function tangent formula (TF) using a variant of the S-FFT algorithm [1]. It is important that overlapped reflections also participate in the phase refinement, so that not only the resolved reflections but the whole pattern contribute decisively to the refinement. The increase in effective data resolution minimizes Fourier series termination effects and improves the accuracy of \( G(\Phi) \). The Patterson-function TF has been applied to synchrotron powder data of various organic compounds. In all cases the molecules were easily identified in the respective Fourier maps. By way of illustration the method was applied to synchrotron powder data of a dimer formed by 30 symmetry-independent non-H atoms [2]. However, the application field of the method is not restricted to organic compounds. Here some recent results obtained with coordination and inorganic compounds will be discussed. Since single-crystal data may be regarded as overlap-free powder data, it is clear that Patterson-function DM can cope with powder and single crystal data.
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The integrated X-ray powder diffraction software suite PDXL has been developed as a comprehensive software package for the analysis of X-ray powder diffraction (XPD) data. PDXL allows the user to perform many types of analysis using a single platform, making it possible to obtain a diverse array of analysis results from XPD patterns [1]. Ab-initio crystal structure analysis based on XPD data can be done using PDXL Structure Analysis Package [2].

Recently Rigaku Corporation has included the easy-to-use Structure Analysis Wizard into PDXL software suite. The PDXL Structure Analysis Wizard is a user interface type that presents a user with a sequence of dialog boxes that lead the user through a series of well-defined steps in ab-initio crystal structure analysis. PDXL software suite including the Structure Analysis Wizard makes it possible to easily perform the task of ab-initio crystal structure analysis even for those who are not specialists in the field of X-ray diffraction. The PDXL Structure Analysis Wizard is working together with other PDXL software suite features like indexing programs (DICVOL, ITO, N-TREOR), software tools for space group determination and a easy-to-use Rietveld analysis package (used to perform pattern decomposition and refining the initial crystal structure model).

Several initial crystal structure model construction routines can be used within PDXL Structure Analysis Wizard. PDXL Structure